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Optical Detection of Spectral Diffusion of the

Triplet State Zerofield Transition Energy

William N. Pitts~ and M. A. El—Sayed
Department of Chemistry
University of California

Los Angeles, California 90024

Abstract

Pulsed EEDOR experiments using optical detection have been

developed and utilized to study spectral diffusion within the

inhoznogeneously broadened zerofield spin transition of a photo—

excited triplet molecule. Two distinct spectral diffusion pro-

cesses have been observed . One is very fast and is the source of

the rapid loss of spin coherence previously observed in spin echo

experiments of photoexcited triplet molecules. This rapid spectral

diffusion seems to be limited to a narrow range of frequencies within

the inhomogeneous profile of the spin transition. The second phase

is considerably slower , but can sample a greater range of frequencies

within the inhon*ogeneous profile. This second spin diffusion process

determines the minimum hole width which can be observed in a steady

state EEDOR experiment.

tpresent address: Naval Research Laboratories, Chemistry Division
Code 6110, Washington, D.C. 20375.



_1. Introduction and Objectives

In the recent past there has been a great deal of experimental work

performed in order to determine the true homogeneous lineshapes of spectro—

scopic transitions which are masked by inhomogeneous broadening. Such

experiments are important because the homogeneous lineshape reveals much

about the nature of the quantum system undergoing the transition as well as

the interaction of the system with its surroundings.

Two distinct experimental methods —— the Hahn echoW and spectral hole—
burning~

2
~ — have been widely used to overcome the limitations of inhoinogeneous

broadening and to allow a study of underlying homogeneous spectral profiles.

Such studies have been performed for magnetic resonance transitions between

spin states as well as for electric dipole transitions between rotational,

vibrational, and electronic states. In this work we are concerned with the optically

detected magnetic resonance transitions between the spin levels of photoexcited

triplet states.

Measurements in zero field of magnetic resonance transitions between spin

levels of triplet states isolated in single crystals at liquid helium temperature

have revealed linewidths which have an observed full width half maximum (FWHM) of a

MHz or greater.~
3’4~ Two different methods of spin echo decay measurements ——

classical detection of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and an optical method using a microwave

probe pulse~
6
~ —— have revealed that for such systems the echo disappears with

decay times of 2—16 i.isec.~
5’7’8~ Such decay times should correspond to

homogeneous profiles with FWHM of approximately 20 kHz to 160 kHz. Clearly

the magnetic resonance transitions are inhomogeneously broadened.

Initial holeburning experiments~
9
~ in a photoexcited triplet state con—

firmed that the observed optically detected width of the zerofield transitions

of triplet s—tetrachlorobenzene (TCB) in durene is inhomogeneously broadened .

However, the holes had FWHM on the order of MHz while ~ ater spin echo
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measurement on the same guest—host system (in a single crystal) predicted a

hole FWHM of approximately 80

Many other observations of holeburning in magnetic resonance transitions of

triplet states have been reported , 0—15) 
but until recently no attempts have

been made to relate these burned holes to homogeneous lineshapes found in spin

echo experiments. Nishi et al.U6) have reported spin echo measurements for the

triplet of photosynthetic bacteria isolated in a glass which indicate that the

homogeneous lineshape has a FWHM consistent with that measured previously in

holeburning experiinents.~~
2’~~~

The rapid spin echo decay of photoexcited triplet states has been attributed

to a horizontal energy t ransfer  process known as spectral diffusion . This

term is a general term which has come to designate any of a large number of

processes which can transfer saturation or partial saturation from one homo-

geneous packet of an inhomogeneous band to another. In the case of triplet

spin levels isolated at low concentrations in single crystals, such spectral

diffusion is believed to arise from fiuctuations of local magnetic fields at

the site of the triplet. 
(4 ,5. 7,8) These local fields result from the

presence of magnetic nuclei on the triplet molecule itself and on surrounding

host molecules. Local magnetic fields are modulated when the nuclei undergo

energy relaxation or spin—sp in interactions. An identical spectral diffusion

mechanism was found to be important in the decay of spin echoes of organic

free radicals and ions isolated in rigid glasses.~~
7
~

The experiment which has been used in the past to study holeburning in the

spin transitions of photoexcited triplet states is optical detection of electron—

electron double resonance (EEDOR).’~~~ To our knowledge all past holeburning

experiments involving triplet states have used continuous wave (c.w.) application of the
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single frequency (stationary) holeburning microwave field and have monitored its

effect by sweeping a second microwave source of variable frequi~ncy (swept) across

the band.

It occurred to us that under these experimental conditions spectral diffusion

could result in the observation of a hole in the inhomogeneous profile which is

much larger than that predicted by its homogeneous lineshape. Two experiments have

been developed to test this hypothesis. The first will be called single frequency

pulsed EEDOR. A short microwave pulse of frequency v is used to burn a narrow

hole in the inhomogeneous profile of a spin transition . A second pulse of micro-

waves at the same frequency is applied to the sample after a delay time t ’. The

response of the phosphorescence intensity arising from the triplet due to the

second pulse will depend on whether or not the hole has filled in due to spectral

diffusion , T1 relaxation processes, 
and triplet repopulation with an unperturbed

spin level distribution. By varying t ’ , the recovery of the hole at V

is monitored as a function of time. This experiment is similar to one performed

by Minis et al. for inorganic systems.09~

A second experiment -— swept frequency pulsed EEDOR —— provides the same

information as single frequency pulsed EEDOR but for a wide range of swept

frequencies. As before, a single frequency microwave pulse burns a hole at V ,

but in this experiment the effect of the first pulse is monitored at a different

frequency V
1 by pulsing a second microwave source. By varying V

1 
and repeating

the pulse sequence it is possible to map out the effect of the single frequency

microwave pulse across the entire inhoinogeneous band of the transition. The

time development of spectral diffusion is monitored by varying the time, t ,

between the two microwave pulses.

2. The System Studied

TCB isolated in a single crystal of durene was chosen for the initial

studies using pulsed EEDOR techniques. The triplet of TCB has been widely

studied and its previously measured dynamic propertiee’2022~ indicated that

it would be an excellent choice.
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Table 1 lists the dynamic and static properties of TCB when isolated in

a single crystal of durene. Note that the radiative spin level to the zero

vibrational level of S
0 
is t

B~ 
This level is underpopulated relative to t

A
and when microwaves induce a transition between these two levels a large increase

in the phosphorescence intensity is expected .

The initial c.w. EEDOR study of holeburning in photoexcited triplet states~~~

was performed on the system chosen for study here. This experiment indicated

that spectral diffusion might be playing a role in the observed widths of the hole.

This system has also been the object of many coherence experiments by Harris

and his coworkers. The spin echo decay time for TCB in durene was found to be

4 ~.isec .~
8
~ Results were also given for an experiment using a Carr—Purcell

Meiboom—Cill pulse train.~
8
~ They found that when such a pulse train was used

the echo decay time was greatly extended . The resulting decays were nonexpo—

nential, but the source of this behavior was not discussed . Spin locking experi—

ments yielded decay times approaching the triplet lifetime.~
23
~

Adiabatic demagnetization in the rotating frame was used to demonstrate

that spectral diffusion was slow in the system TCB—d 2 in durene—d14.~
24
~ Similar

experiments utilized cross relaxation in the rotating frame to demonstrate the

importance of surrounding nuclei in triplet spin state dephasing processes. 
(4)

3. Experimental

Single crystals of zone refined durene doped with recrystallized TCB were

grown using the Bridgman method . Nominal molar concentrations of TCB were either

.4% or .04%.

Experiments were performed with the samples immersed in liquid helium either

at 4.2 K or pumped to 1.5 K. Excitation of the TCB was accomplished with the

A, and B refer to the axes directions in the molecule. A passes through the

carbon atoms, B passes through the bonds , and N is normal to the plane.
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3130 A line of a 100 W mercury lamp . The 0,0 band of the phosphorescence (3778 A)
was isolated by a Jarrell—Ash one meter spectrometer equipped with an EMI 9502S

photomultiplier (PM) for optical detection.

The sample was placed in a terminated copper slow wave microwave

helix designed to match the 50 ~2 impedance of the coaxial transmission

line .~~
25

~ Samples were cut and aligned so that the durene crystal axis

was oriented along the axial direction of the helix . Such a configuration

insures that both TCB molecules In the durene crystal unit cell ( 26) are

affected by the same magnetic field strength of the microwaves .

All studies were conducted on the 2E spin transition of TCB. Microwave

f requencies were chosen to insure that only the purely electronic spin transition

might occur. For this reason it was not necessary to consider the weak magnetic

resonance transitions associated with the simultaneous change of an electronic

spin state and a nuclear quadrupole state of the chlorines .~
2
~~

Two types of pulsed EEDOR experiments were done. In one —— swept
frequency pulsed EEDOR —— two separate microwave generators were used . In

this case a 900 coaxial hybrid coupler acted as an adder to allow the two

different microwave outputs to pass down the single coaxial transmission

line to the helix. In the second type of experiment —— stationary frequency
pulsed LEDOR —— only one microwave source was necessary.

The stationary frequency microwaves were provided by a Sierra 2OlC

generator whose output was amplified by an Alfred 5—6868 traveling wave

tube amplifier. An HP86908 microwave sweeper equipped with an869lA plug—in

was the source of frequency swept microwaves. In general, both microwave

sources were set to deliver equal power levels of 0.5-10 mW to the helix.

Microwave frequency calibration was accomplished with a Beckman Transfer

Oscillator (Model 540B) in conjunction with a HP5245L electronic counter.
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The pul se sequences used fo r the two types of pulsed EEDOR exper imen t s

are shown in Figure 1. The t iming sequence for c.w. EEDOR

measurements is also included . A comb ination of commercial pulse generators

and homebuilt TTL circuits created the pulse sequences of Figure 1 as voltages .

Pulses of microwaves were generated by the use of two HP PIN diodes

(Model 33124) in each microwave line. When the microwaves were “of f” the

power reduction was at least 80 dB. Drivers used with the PINs turned on

the microwaves when a 5 volt signal into 50 ~2 was applied . Rise and fall times

for the microwave power were no greater than 100 nsec .

When swept frequency pulsed EEDOR experiments were performed , a

discriminator was used with the PM. The TTL compatible pulses generated

when the discriminator detected an event passed through a gate which was only

open during the time indicated in Figure la. Pulses which passed through

the gate were integrated and converted to a voltage output which was then

input to a Tracor Northern NS57OA computer of averaged transients (CAT).

At the end of each cycle of the pulse sequence the channel number of the

CAT’s memory was externally advanced by one unit. The externally driven

CAT’s sweep and the frequency swept microwaves were synchronized so that

each of the f i rs t  512 channels of the memory corresponded to a certain

frequency of the total microwave sweep of 8— 10 MHz. At the end of the

f i rst 512 channels the pulses of stationary microwaves were inhibited and

the sweep of the HP8690B was repeated . In this manner an unburned PMDR

spectrum was accumulated in the remaining 512 channels of the CAT ’s memory.

Repeated sweeps of the CAT were done in order to increase the signal—to—

noise ratio.

The timing sequence shown in Figure la was repeated every 100 msec.

This delay was chosen as a compromise between the time required for complete

recovery of the triplet spin levels following the microwave pulses ( 150 msec)
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and a desire to increase the duty c ’~le of the experiment. One full sweep

of the CAT required just over a hundred seconds . Approximately one hundred

sweeps were usually collected before outputting the data.

When stationary frequency pulsed EEDOR experiments were done the current

generated by the PM tube was passed through a 100 k~ resister and the

resulting voltage was used as an Input for the CAT. The CAT was triggered

just before the start of the pulse sequence and swept internally at. such a

rate as to complete a sweep shor tly after the single microwave pulse . The

recorded signal in memory appeared as in Figure 2. The first sharp increase

in intensity is due to the two microwave pulses separated by a time t ’ and

the second is due to a single pulse. Delay times between the first two

microwave pulses and the single pulse as well as between the single pulse and

the start of a new cycle were sufficient to allow total recovery of the

triplet spin levels.

Note that this experiment provides the same information as contained in

one channel of the CAT during a swept frequency pulsed EEDOR experiment . The

much higher r~ petitIon rate which can be used in the stationary frequency

pulsed EEDOR experiment leads to a large increase in the accuracy of the data.

Most past EEDOR holeburning experiments have used two isolated helices in

order to record continuous EEDOR spectra . In our experimental apparatus only

one helix is use.. In order to obtain a c.w. EEDOR spectra , the pulse

sequence of Figure ic was used for the microwaves. Since the pulse times are

much less than the triplet spin level lifetimes , the microwaves behave as if

they are on continuously. There are no interference effects between the two

microwave sources since only one PIN diode is on at a time. In these experi-

men ts, photon counting detection was used with the ungated output of the integrater

input to the CAT. Microwave powers were required to be 100 times weaker than

for the pulsed experiments in order to avoid saturation effects.
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4. Experimental Results

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of swept frequency pulsed EEDOR experiments

for the 2E spin transition of tri plet TCB. The phosphorescence intensity change

due to the microwaves is plotted as a function of the swept microwave frequency .

For Figure 3 , the delay time t between the stationary microwave pulse and the

swept pulse was approximately .2 jjsec. Microwave power levels were chosen

to minimize the observed hole width. At higher powers , broade ning was clearl y

evident in the hole width. Figure 3A shows the result when both pulses are

applied to the sample. A narrow hcle can be seen in the center of the band .

In B only the swept mictowave pulse was used . When part A was subtracted

from part B and the resulting difference smoothed twice using a 3 point

curve smoothing routine , the pLt shown in part C was the result. The

measured FWHJ~i of th e sharp band in part C is 190 kHz . Estimated error in

this measurement is 50%. Large uncertainties arise due to noise in the signal

and uncertainty in microwave calibration .

The curves shown in Figure 4 were recorded in exactly the same manner

as those in Figure 3, with the exception that t was increased to 100 psec .

It is obvious by comparing the two figures that the hole burned in the

inhomogeneous profile is shallower and much broader for the longer t. The

difference of the burned and unburned bands yields a curve with a FW}Th1 equal

to 360 kHz.

Figure 5 shows the same holeburning curves for the c.w. EEDOR experiment.

Note that the pulse sequence shown in Figure ic was used . In this measurement

the hole is barely visible. The FWHN of the band shown In Figure 5B is

2.8 MHz while the difference shown in Figure 5C gives a FWHM of 1.0 I~~z.

Clearly the apparent hole burned in the inhomogeneous profile when using pulsed

excitation and short delay times Is much sharper than when the system is

allowed to equilibrate during a c.w. EEDOR experiment.
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Dur ing the course of these experiments large variations were noted in

the shapes and FWHM of the recorded inhomogeneous profiles . In all cases

the bandshapes were asymmetric and were skewed to higher energy . Much of

the variation in FWHM seems to be due to changes in the band

shape from experiment to experiment. Variations of band FWHN have been

observed before in triplet zero—field spin transitions~ 
~ and such variations

in bandshape for TCB have been alluded

Another possible source of band variation arises from the use of a helix

as a microwave slow wave device. The helix is supposed to act as a wide band

microwave element ,~
25
~ but we did note some frequency effects in reflected

power from helices used in these experiments and at times observed

peculiar behavior in the spectral lineshapes. We attribute these observations

to a frequency dependent impedance matching between the helix and coaxial line.

Single frequency pulsed EEDOR experiments were carried out using a microwave

frequency (1.7443 GHz) chosen to maximize the intensity change due to the

microwaves. Figure 2 shows the type of data which was recorded . Such data

were analyzed by defining the ratio R = ~~~~~~~ Here A is the intensity change

due to the first two microwave pulses and B is the intensity increase due to the

single pulse (see Figure 2). Increases in R as a function of t ’, the delay time

between the first two pulses, reflect the filling and spreading of the hole

as spectral diffusion occurs.

Figure 6 is a plot of R versus t ’ recorded during several experiments.

Data recorded during one experiment gave a curve with much less variation. We

attribute differences between experiments to minor fluctuations in the

microwave power being applied to the sample.

The behavior of R shown in Figure 6 was typical of all experiments. As t ’

was increased from .2 psec to 20 psec there was a very fast partial recovery

of the hole. This recovery was extremely fast at short t ’ but then fell off
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in rate. After 20 psec the recovery of the hole became very slow. Experiments

with t’ as long as 5 msec indicated that the slow recovery was still continuing.

The value of R at t ’ = 5 msec was approximately .8 after correction for
— 

vertical processes.

It was extremely encouraging to note that both types of pulsed EEDOR

experiments gave equivalent results. Values of R measured from the swept

frequency experiment as a function of t gave the same behavior as those recorded

in stationary experiments as a function of t ’. Values of R were also in close

agreement and phosphorescence intensity changes due to the microwave pulses

were of the same magnitude.

By performing the experiments at l.5 °K and 4.2°K it was possible to show

that the results were temperature independent over this range. The rate of the

spectral diffusion was found to be independent of exciting light intensity

(various triplet concentrations in the crystal) as well as of TCB. This suggests

that the observed diffusion is not a result of cross—relaxation between different

triplet spin systems or triplet—triplet electronic energy transfer processes .

5. Discussion

The experimental results described in the last section prove conclusively

that spectral diffusion does occur for the spin levels of phosphorescent

triplets and indicate that this is the source of the

homogeneous lineshapes for these magnetic resonance transitions. Furthermore,

there are clearly two time domains for the diffusion . The faster of the two

is the source of echo decay behavior while the longer results in the extreme

broadness of the hole burned when using c.w. microwave excitation for the

EEDOR experiment .

Before discussing the origin of the two diffusion times it is necessary

to note several important factors concerning the pulsed EEDOR method. An
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awareness and understanding of such factors is essential to the successful

analysis of pulsed EEDOR experiments.

The strong spin alignment often found in triplet states at liquid helium

temperatures coupled with the sensitivity of optical detection is a decided

advantage in performing these experiments. However , this advantage is

somewhat overcome by the necessity of selecting a narrow portion of the total

available inhomogeneous profile of the magnetic resonance transition and for

using detection gating. A further loss of signal—to—noise ratio occurs due

to the necessity of waiting for the spin levels to recover before a pulse

sequence can be repeated. These limitations are the basic reason for the

noise in the signals shown in Figures 3 and 4.

In past pulsed EEDOR experiments the applied microwave powers were such

that the holes burned in the inhomogeneous profile were much grea ter than the

width of a homogeneous packet. For the work described here it was desirable

to only excite molecules within the homogeneous width. An estimate of the

maximum microwave magnetic field (1i~) which can be used has been obtained by

using equivalent equations developed by Mims et al.~~~~ and Breiland et al.~ 
8)

to give the behavior of spins in an inhomogeneous profile when a microwave

field of strength H
1 at frequency w0 is applied . These equations can be

rewritten in terms of the spin populations in the two spin levels before the

field is applied and yield the behavior of the spin populatior~ as a function

of time during the pulse. When written in terms of the and TB spin level

populations of TCB the equations become

__________ 
2 1/2

N~~(t ,w) — N~~ (0 ,w) 
~~2 (j~~

2 
+ cos [(~~2 + t. ] ) .  . . (1)

N~~(t ,w) is the difference in the number of spins in the TA 
and T

B spin levels

having an angular frequency of 
~
; t is the time since the start of the microwave
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pulse. t~ ~~ — w and 
~l ~~1 where y is the magnetogyric ratio of the

electron. This function is derived by assuming the spins follow H
1 coherently .

After a period of time this condition will not be met since dephasing events will

occur, but Mims ~~~~~~(l9) 
have found that the hole shape Indicated by

Equation 1 is still approximately valid even when coherence is lost .

The hole widths derived from this equation have a FWHM on the order of

2yH1. The fraction of population transferred from T
A to TB at a frequency

can be determined using the formula yH
1t — t~ where d IT/2 radians corresponds to

saturation at while c~ — it radians indicat~~ inversinn0f the spin level

populations. These equations assume the spin transitions follow H1 
coherently.

Obviously, at long t this will not be true and the equation will no longer be

valid. Homogeneous FWHM are given approximately by where T2 is the

l/e time measured in an echo experiment. In order for power broadening to be

less than the homogeneous width it is required that i—> 2~y131 
which implies

2
4. The last inequality offers an indication of the amount of population

2
which will be transferred during a pulse of period t which insures power

broadening to be less than the homogeneous linewidth. For • — 90° one finds

t > ~~
- T2. In our experiments we wished to insure that the spins at w0 were

saturated (to maximize the signal) so a pulse of 10 psec was used and

t ~ 2.5 T2. Note that this requirement places a fundamental limit on the time

resolution of the experiment. Using Equation 1 and assuming yH1t — w/2

the calculated lineshape (which is not Lorentzian) has a frequency FWHM of

88 kHz which nearly equals the FWMH predicted for the homogeneous line on the

basis of its measured T2 time.

We have not as yet mentioned an important problem in the determination of

the FWMH of the burned hole created by a pulsed EEDOR experiment . In the experi-

ments performed in this work a microwave pulse is used to create the hole and a

second pulse is used to monitor its width . Both pulses will sample a frequency range

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~
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within the inhomogeneous profile. Each burns a hole and the resulting signal

gives an apparent FWHM for the hole greater than that actually created by

the holeburning (stationary frequency) microwave pulse. A similar problem
(27)

has been considered by Voelker et al. for the case of photochemical hole—

burning in the S
1 ~

- S0 transition of free base porphyrin .

A computer simulation was performed in order to determine the effect of the

convolutions of these two transitions on the observed hole FWHM . For this

simulation the inhomogeneous line shape was assumed to be a Gaussian with a

FW}U1 of 2 MHz. A microwave pulse applied at was designed to saturate the

transition at a frequency of w0. The fractional change of population fell off

as a Lorentzian function of frequency with a FWHM of 125 kHz. Spectral diffusion

processes are assumed absent. In an exact mimic of the experiment a population

distribution was calculated following the first pulse and then a frequency swept

pulse of the same power was applied at various frequencies across the inhomo—

geneous profile. The resulting calculated intensity changes were then output .

Figure 7 shows the burned curve (A), the unburned curve (B), and the difference

of the two (C) calculated in this manner. The FWHM of the difference of (A) and

(B) was 250 kHz. These calculations indicate that the actual width of the hole

burned in the inhomogeneous profile is one—half of the band which results when

the difference between the burned and unburned spectra is taken. This will be

true as long as the inhomogeneous width is considerably greater than the homo—

geneous. Note that these calculations reveal the necessity of comparing both

the burned and unburned spectra. In past holeburning measurements of triplet

spi’~ transitions this was not done.

The calculations above suggest that the FWHM of the hole burned in the

inhomogeneous spin transition profile of TCB when t equals .2 ~.isec (see Figure 3)

is one half of 190 kHz or 95 kHz. Other measurements have yielded similar
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values. Note that the shape of the hole cannot be determined due to the

noise in the spectra.

The FWHM of the hole measured from time resolved holeburning is very

close to the value predicted based on the time for the spin echo decay

in the same system —— 80 kHz . This observation is somewhat surprising due
to the fact that 10 psec microwave pulses were used and single frequency

pulsed EEDOR experiments indicate that spectral diffusion is very fast on

a psec time scale. Spectral diffusion could be expected to broaden the burned

hole during the pulses, but the experimental results seem to indicate that

spectral diffusion was inhibited during the time when the microwaves were on.

It is impossible for us to offer a theoretical interpretation of this result

at the present time. Further experimental and theoretical studies are obviously

required. The difficulty might arise from our assumption that we are measuring

a width which corresponds to the one calculated from the spin—echo results. This

might not be true due to one of two reasons. The first is the fact that the two

experiments are carried out in two different time scales and thus could sample

different frequency components of the local field . The second is the fact that

even at the lowest power we have used, we are affecting the population of molecules

outside the spin—echo corresponding width.

There have been several attempts to develop theories describing spectral

(28—31)
diffusion in electronic spin systems. However, there has been no

work known to us where the interactions of triplets in zero field and

surrounding nuclei have been considered . For this reason possible sources of

spectral diffusion will be discussed in a qualitative and descriptive manner.

It seems fairly clear that the initial fast spectral diffusion is due to

fluctuating magnetic fields at the TCB triplet arising from magnetic nuclei

(protons) on the surrounding host durene molecules. Several workers have

(4 ,5,7 ,8)
previously reached the same conclusion.
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Interesting comparisons can be made between the spectral diffusion

results observed for the triplet and the early work of Mime et al.(19) These

workers showed that the spin echo decay of Ce+3 could be fit by a decay envelop

proportional to exp(—mt
2
) where m is the spin diffusion parameter for a

Lorentzian diffusion kernel.U9) This form has also been observed by Brown~~
7
~ for

organic radicals isolated in glasses. Significantly, the times for echo decay

in the organic systems were very similar to those which have been measured for

triplets. If one assumes that the triplet spin echo decay obeys the same
(8 )

expression and the l/e time of 4 psec determined previously is used , m is cal cu la ted

to be 9 x 1010 sec 2. Minis ~~ ~~~~~. demonstrated that this value of ni could be

used to calculate the rate of filling in of the hole at w0 following a

microwave pulse.~~~~ When modified to give an equation in terms of the R

defined earlier in this work, their expression becomes

—l
R — l — R ( l +~~~—) (2)

R is the value of R at the end of the first pulse, t ’ is the time between

the two pulses as defined earlier, and I’ is the FWHN of the hole burned in

the inhomogeneous profile. For the case of the inorganic ~~~~~~~ it was

found that spectral diffusion was capable of completely filling in

the hole. In our experiments this would mean that R would very quickly increase

to a value of 1. However, the experimental results indicate that it rapidly

rises from a value of R ~ .33 and then slows dramatically at R ~ .50 after

approximately 25 p8cc. We interpret the difference between the two experiments

as indicating that the rapid spectral diffusion can only occur over a limited

frequency range in triplet spin systems. Based on swept frequency pulsed EEDOR

experiments, this frequency range is estimated to be approximately two t imes

greater than the homogeneous width. That interaction with surrounding nuclei

might modify the frequencies of triplet spin states in zero field only slightly

is consistent with the weak hyperfine interactions expected between a triplet

and magnetic nuclei in zero field.~
3~
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The above reasoning can be tested in a crude manner by assuming that

on the time scale of the rapid spectral diffusion the slower process is

a constant. Such an assumption allows Equation 2 to be rewritten as

R — R ’ — R0 (1 + mt ’I r) 1
~ (3)

R’ is the limiting value of R. Such an equation is a crude approximation since

it does not account for the fact that the frequency range of the rapid diffusion

is limited.

The solid curVe shown in Figure 6 is the result when R’ is set to

.52 and I’ to 90 hHz. Clearly, this curve gives good agreement with experiment.

Experiments with t’ less than 1 psec also yield good agreement with the

predictions of Equation 3.

It is very difficult to determine with certainty the origin of the slower

spectral diffusion. However, an educated guess can be made. We have

demonstrated that the inhomogeneous broadening of the triplet spin transitions

due to the interaction of the triplet and nuclei on surrounding host molecules

is on the order of 200 kllz. This requires that the remainder of the inhomo—

geneous broadening is due to other sources. Two possibilities are hyperfine

interaction of the triplet spin and the magnetic nuclei on the same molecule

and the existence of different sites in the crystal due to strain effects
(3)

which can modify the frequencies of the triplet spin transitions . Hutchison~~~ ~j.

have shown that the zero—field spectral lineshapes of naphthalene in durene can

be explained quite adequately by assuming that the hyperfine interactions

between triplet spins and nuclei on the same molecule are the primary source of

the inhomogeneous broadening. For this system the bandshapes were

nonsymeetrical and on the order of 1.5 - 2.2 MHz in FWMH. By comparison

of TCB’s inhomogeneous profile with that of naphthalene, it would appear

that most of the broadening for TCB is due to the same source. Schuch

and Harris have reached a similar conclusion. (4)

- -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The energy of a spin transition will be changed when a nuclei on the

triplet molecule changes state. Such spin flips at the proper rate would

result in the slow spectral diffusion observed and would be able to cover

most of the observed inhomogeneous profile . The spin flips of the nuclei might

arise due to spin lattice relaxation (the temperature independence of the

results argues against this) or spin—spin interactions between nuclei.

Such a mechanism for the slow spectral diffusion is very appealing , but it

must be noted that  other workers have previously concluded that such changes

in the nuclear spin states in the same system occur at a rate smaller than

one half of the average triplet sublevel decay rates.’~~ The true origin of

the slow d i f fus ion  may not be discovered unt i l  further experiments are performed

and theories are developed which describe spectral d i f fus ion for  tr i plet states

in zero field .

6. concluding Remarks

Pulsed EEDOR techniques have been developed which utilize optical detection

of trip let state spin transitions to study spectral diffusion. As previously

predicted based on spin echo experiments , a rapid spectral diffusion process

has been found . This spectral diffusion is very limited in the range of

frequencies  i t  can sample within the inhomogeneous profile of the spin transition

and is attributed to the weak zerofield interactions between the isolated triplet

molecule and nuclei on surrounding host molecules.

A second type of spectral diffusion has been identified which occurs much

more slowly,  but which is capable of generating much larger changes in triplet

spin level transition energies. This slow diffusion limits the holewidth

observed In c.w.EEDOR holeburning experiments. This spectral diffusion has been

tentativel y attributed to interactions between the triplet spin States and

- .--~~~~- - -- . ---__-_ _ _ _ _
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nuclear spin states located on the same molecule.

At this time it is clear that the processes which result in spectral

diffusion within zerofield triplet spin transitions are not well understood .

We are not aware of any theories which treat such spectral diffusion . The

results of this work should provide an impetus for theoretical developments

to describe the dynamic interaction of triplet spin states and surrounding

nuclear spin states in zero field . -
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The microwave and pho ton counting ga t ing seque nces ~‘or the

a) swept f r equency  pulsed EEDOR , b) stationary freq uency pulsed

EED OR , and c) “CW” EEDOR .

Fig. 2 An example of the recorded behavior of phosphorescence intensity

dur ing  a sta t i o n a r y  f r e q u e n c y  pulsed EEDOR experiment. The

increase in phosphorescence in tens i ty  due to the first two

microwave pulses is denoted by A while the intensity increase

due to the single microwave pulse is B. R is defined as

Fig. 3 The results of a swept frequency pulsed EEDOR experiment with

t 0.2 ~sec. Part (A) shows the observed transition when only

the swept microwave pulse is applied to the 2E transition of TCB.

In (B) the stationary microwave pulse has been used and a hole

has been burned in the spectral profile . Part (C) shows twice

the difference of parts (A) and (B). A sharp spike can be seen

in the difference corresponding to the burned hole.

Fig. 4 The results of a swept frequency pulsed EEDOR experiment per-

formed in exactly the same manner as in Fig. 3 except that t has

been increased from 0.2 psec to 100 psec. By comparing the two

figures i t  is clear that the longer delay results In a much

broader and sha l lower  hole.

Fig. 5 The results of a “CW” EEDOR experiment . Note that the burned

hole in (B) is barely visible but (C) shows that a very large

portion of the inhomoge neous p r o f i l e  has been burned by the

s ta t i o n a r y  microwaves .

_______________ ~~ -~~—~ —- —* —-—-~~~~~-~~~~~~ .—— - - - — - ———-



Fig. 6 Experimental values of R p lotted against t ’, the time between

the f i r st and second pulses in the stationary frequency pulsed

EEDOR experiment. The solid line is the calculated curve

ob tained when Equation 3 is used .

Fig. 7 The results of a computer simulation for a swept frequency

pulsed EEDOR experiment. The inhomogeneous line was chosen to

have a F\~HN of 2 N1-Iz while the homogeneous FWHM is 125 kHz . The

dif f e ren ce of parts (A) and (B) shown in part (C) has a FWHM

of 250 kHz.
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